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LET'S STRIVE TO MAKE

HAR'DING WELCOMES

THE BEST BETTER

RETURNING SOLDIERS

HUGH RHODES DISCLOSES ALL- TARS IN SOFTB
Harding Student Body Has Eight
Veterans Of Second World War
--<>-

A re Welcomed
To Harding By
Administration
,

t

Eight veterans of W odd War II are
among Harding students this school
vear. They are: Howard Ewing, Farris
Scroggin, Wesley Smith, Keith Stigers,
William Nations, Axel Swang, Jule
Miller and Raymond Gerald Hawkins.
According to the administration,
Harding College welcomes returning
veterans. These men will receive the
same consideration here as given in other colleges and state schools.
By the government's G. I. Bill of
Rights the veteran's tuition and fees are
paid, and books and materials are furnished. He also receives $50.00 in cash
each month if single, $75 .00 in cash if
married.
Axel Swang, a former Harding student from New Orleans, Louisiana, returns to complete his college work this
year after two and one-half years in
service. He was in the 85th Infantry
Division, 99th Infanty Division, attended Baylor University at Waco, Texas,
for eight months, and was in the Military Police force in New Orleans, Lousiana for ten months. While at Harding
Swang was a member of the Sub T-16
social club, chorus, men's glee club, and
Flagala state club.
Keith Stigers is a ministerial student.
He was a . private first class in the second army air force - in service twenty~one months. Stigers' home is Wichita, Kansas.
William Nations of Kennett, Missouri, was in the service two years. He
was a yeoman in the Navy. Nations is
a freshman , majoring in business administration, English, and speech.
Farris Scroggin of Harrison, Arkansas is enrolled as a freshman, majoring
in chemistry. Scroggin was a first lieutenant. He was in the army four years,
eighteen months of which was overseas
duty.
Welsey Snith of North Little Rock,
Arkansas is studying to be a la!Joratory
technician.
'
Jule Miller, freshman from Louisville, Kentucky, was in the service four
rrionths. He was in the Medical Corps,
stationed at Camp Cooke, California.
While in camp he entertained service·
men with three magic performances a
week.
11iller made an outstanding record in
army tests given at Louisville. He rank·
ed th<." highest among the 1500 tested.
Ra'vmond Getald Hawkins of Hayti,
Missouri, enrolled at Harding several
weeks ago. He was in the Naval Re·
serve three years, thirty-two months of
which was overseas duty. Hawkins plans
to be a radio and electrical engineer.
Howard Ewing, Toronto, Canada,
was overseas six months - in the service two years. His rank was Flying Officer - W.A.G. Ewing is a former
student of the University of Toronto.
He is classified as a senior this year
with a major in chemistry.
-----0-

Chorus To Sing
At Bradford
;

A small group of chorus members
leave tonight to sing at Bradford, Arkansas.
The program will consist of hymns
and sacred songs.
The Bradford church of Christ is
sponsoring the program.

Mixed Chorus Sings
At Pangburn
Ballowe'en Night
Thirty-three chorus members, under
the direction of Mrs. Florence Fletcher
Jewell, sang at a Hallowe'en Program
in Pangburn, Arkansas, October 31.
Governor Ben Laney crowned the
queen of Hallowe'en following the program.
The chorus began the program with
the selections "My God and I", and
"Beautiful Saviour". The boys' quartet,
composed of Orel Herren, Bill Nations,
Evan Ulrey, and Paul Clark sang
"Shortnin' Bread" and "Grandfather's
Clock." "Southern Moon' and ''When
You Wish Upon a Star" were sung by
the girls' sextette made up of Doris
Johnson, Lynn Hefton, Virginia Cran·
ford, Pat Halbert, Mildred Lanier and
Jerry Young.
The program ended with a group of
folk songs: "Skip to My Lou," "Tradin·
uki," and "I Won't Kiss Katy."
Those making the trip were: Doris
Johnson, Lynn Hefton, Gladys O'Neal,
Marilyn Thornton, Pat Halbert, Vit·
gm1a Cranford, Madge McCluggage,
Bonnie Bergner, Lois Hemingway, Jerry Young, Gladys Walden, Mary Belle
Garner, Mildred Lanier, Kathryn John·
son, June Robbins, Janet Rea, Doris
Swang, Bill Nations, Claude Lewis,
Orel Herren, Lucien Bagnetto, Dr.
Frank Rhodes, Robert Webb, Evan
Ulrey, James Willett, Joe Dan Tipps,
Dale Straughn, Paul Clark, Virgil
Lawyer, Carl Don Wills, Collis Campbell, Gerald McCalister, Axel Swang,
and Mrs. Jewell, director.

Pre-Med Gro\}p
Organize
Health Corps '
Tne Harding Health Corp is an organized group of about fifteen premedical, pre-nursing, and laboratory
technician students under the direction
of Mrs. French, college nurse. Its purpose is to give Harding College a more
dficient health and to extend health
education. The group meets with Mrs.
French once each week for discussions
of various problems attd ideas. The
cc,t~s is urging the coperation of the
student body so that it will be able to
give efficient service.
Since their organization, members of
the Harding Health Corps elected Eugene Holt, President; James Greenhaw,
vice president; Kathleen Stovall, secretary; Jewel Haines, treasurer and Daisy
Jackson, reporter. ]be president ap·
pointed a committee of three, Loretta
Smith, Engel Lee Autry, and Freida
Hill, to write a constitution for the
club.
Assignments are to be made to each
member at the next meeting. Health
Guards will be appointed a particular
locality in which to work, and the stud·
ents living in that vicinity will report
all illness to him. The duty of the health
guard will then be to make arrange>ments with the nurse for medical care
and to carry trays when necessary. A
list of assienments will be posted as
SOO!l as they are made.

THE BISON'S SADIE HAWKINS DAY
Taking advantage of an opportunity to relax
from the routine affairs of school life at Harding,
the entire student body and most of the teachers engaged in a Sadie Hawkins Day after the style of the
original Sadie Hawkins.
It is not intended to give the news of the day in
these few lines, but this is simply an announcement
that more is coming next week.
However, the staff of The Bison do wish to ex·press their appreciation for the splendid way in
which everybody cooperated to make this program
the seemingly successful one that it was.

Club· Gives

What's New
AnnualSpook In The News
Festival
By Gigga
The annual Hallowe' en party given
by the Oklahoma Club Tuesday night
really was an event.
It started off with the costumed
guests passing in review of the judges.
There was everything from Old Uncle
Paul Urfer's family to the old witch
without the broom. The old witch,
Katherine Stovall, got the prize and
mop head got honorable mention.
In the way of music Carl Welch and
Eldon Grey formed a duet with their
guitar and mandolin. Zinna Lee Taylor
was also there with her accordian.
Charles Stovall gave a summary of
the news of Harding, Arkansas with a
few additions which are unlike the life
on our dearly beloved campus. Many of
us know what the switch button system
is on the new radios but the inventors
hadn't discovered Lois Gurganus and
Loretta Smith because they could have
given them a good idea what the results would have been.
In the pie-eating contest Arvis Ganus
still holds the title, being victorious
over Paul Urfer.
To top the whole thing off, a wedding was witnessed. Of course, this was
nothing unusual except that Mr. Ordis
Copeland and Alberta Stroop just could
not wait until graduation day. My understanding of the whole matter is that
the bride is the former Mrs. Alberta
Stroop. I wonder who was taking care
of the fretful children for the new Mrs.
Copeland.
The couple waiting to be married
stood, I mean knelt, before the right
reverend Lois Gurganus to exchange
their vows. Already the poor 'little bride
was shaking like a leaf on a log when
the wind blows. To prolong this aniv·
ety, the whistle at the laundry began to
blow like it was in pain. The poor little
bride he was, I mean she, was so ner·
VOUS.

The bridegroom was looking as if
he were ready to run his race. Clark
Gable never saw the day when he had
a more becoming mustache than did
Ordis Copeland.
The bride, who was not given in
marriage by anyone because of disownership, wore as her bridal robe a two
piece contraption. The waist part had
a V-neck with three pearl buttons down
the front. The shirt was white under a
curtain effect of blue print. The head
dress was very becorniJlg to the bride's
hairdo (what you could see of it.)
After Rev. Gurganus was satisfied in
her mind that the couple would be true
to each other she pronounced them man
and anything. They then arose to their
feet and Mr. Copeland very affectionately saluted his new helpmeet.
The reception was held immediately
with the bride and groom leading the
hungry line to the refreshmcnis.

Ame1'ictt-n Scientists Double As
Spies To Check On Gerf!UIIny

American scientists made daring
jorneys inside Germany during the war
to find our just what the Germans were
accomplishing with scientific research.
This was revealed by Congressional
sources Friday.
In general, the pattern for this super-spy operation was this:
The American who undertook the
mission had close friends in Germany
based on pre-war associations, often the
friend being an able scientist, who, it
could be assumed was engaged in research for the Germans.
The American was landed by submarine, parachuted into Germany, or
shipped across the border from Switzerland and made his way to his friend,
learned from him what German r!>
search was accomplishing and brought
out the information.
The same sort of missions were made
into Italy while that country was at war.

'11ayo1' Fav.)rs .1t1ding Th1'ee
S1,berbs T,o North Little Rock
Mayor 0. W. Neely of North Little
Rod;. rc.:r!ying w protests of the Levy
Lcim UJh iogaiast a proposal to annex
Levy to North Little Rock, said he favors annexing Levy, Park Hill, and Rose
City.
The Lions Club charged that "promises made in a petition circulated in
Levy and sigded by more than 100 residents are not likely to come true because North Little Rock would look after its own taxpayers first." Mayor
Neely replied, "In the first place, if
Levy were part of this city, her resi·
dents would be our taxpayers and naturally would be entitled to improvements
as much as the rest of us."
Mayfr Neely commented that the
small communities would benefit by the
annexation because of added advantages
of a larger city government and the
city would have a chance to expand. The
annexation of any incorporated terriotory however, involves the vote of both
cities concerned.

Outstanding Players Chosen By
Committee Of Facuity Members

Dean Speck Gives
Youth Aims
In Chapel Talk
"Some things I would do if I were
just starting out," was the theme of a
chapel talk October 29, by Henry E.
Speck, dean of Southwest Texas State
College. Dean Speck has been in his
present position for 21 years, and was
dean of Abilene Christian College for
eleven years prior to that,
Dean Speck suggested a number of
plans that he would advise any young
person of today to make to prepare him
self for greater service, lilSefulness, and
success. First he said, "If I were a
young person I would be informed not
only in an academic sense, but about
the world, men of the world, and problems of the world.
"Then, I would gain the ability to
project myself into my tomorrow" Mr.
Speck stated. He suggested that this
would be possible by the use of one's
imagination in the preparation and
making of long range plans. He cited
instances showing that imagination can
make the difference between the superior and the mediocre.
A plan for hard, industrious, intelligent work was the next point. "I
would not want to be one of the numr
erous of the world who lives off the
efforts of others."
The fourth point, belief in oneself,
was illustrated by the story of the small
negro boy who refused to enter into the
game of playing at feeding the small
birds which imaginative children in a
school room were pretending to have
hatched, and, when asked why, replied,
"My eggs is all rotten!" The difference
between legitimate self-confidence and
conceit was emphasized.
In conclusion, Dean Speck said that
any young person would do well to hide
the word of God in his heart and to
let it fill and regulate his life.
Mr. and Mrs. Speck were v1smng
their daughter, Mrs. Jack 1Wood Sears.

Pattie Cobb Gives
Eive Banners
For Housekeeping

Good Housekeeping banners for the
first month were presented last week in
Pattie Cobb Hall to five rooms on the
basis of cleanliness and neatness.
-0--The girls whose rooms received the
banner are Marcella McGinnis and Max
ine O'Banion, north wing on third
floor; Laura Lee Arms and Sibyl Ric~
man, south wing on third floor; Fran·
The Harding College orchestra gave ces Warson and Lois Church, north hall
its first public performance of the year of second floor; LaVera Novak and
in a program presented in chapel, Wed- Mary Bernard, ' south hall of second
nesday, October 31. The group, under floor; and Jean Franks and Frances
the direction of Mr. Matthew D. Chron- Hubbard, west wing of second floor.
The over-all banner, which is given
ic, was introduced by Mrs. J. N. Armstrong, and gave a program of five num· to the wing which is kept the most ordbers, which included a march, an over· erly, was awarded to the west wing of
ture, a serenade, a foxtrot, and a one second floor.
Girls keeping the bes~ room in each
and two step. Enthusiastic applause following each number showed the aud- wing every month are ' given a small
rectangular banner saying, "Good House
ience's approval of the program.
An announcement of the Sadie Haw- keeping" to put on their door. Any
kins Day to be held Saturday followed room which keeps the banner for a
the program.
' year gets a lar,ge banner.

Orchestra Gives
First Program

L

Selections Made
On Basis Of
Skill And Spirit
By Fo1'est Moyer
With the close of the softball season for the year 1945, comes the time
for the selection of the mythical All
Star team. Hugh Rhodes, director of
the intramural program, announces the
following selections, made by a committee of three faculty members.
The first team:
Joe Cannon, Pitcher. This boy cap.
rained the winning Choctaw team, and
pitched most of the games himself.
His fine spirit of always trying, his
excellent sportsmanship, and his good
work at the plate coupled with his
prowess on the defense, win for him
the coveted place as pitcher on the All
Star team. He ended the year with a
record of five wins against one loss.
Joe Webb, Catcher. Working as the
other partner of the winning Choctaw
combination of Cannon and Webb, Joe
was alway:. steady and unperturbed even
in the tightest of places. His consistently good work has a steadying effect
on the other members of his team, and
had much to do with their winning of
the championship. At the plate, how·
ever, Joe stood out even more. His
batting average for the year was .500
and plenty of his blows weer for extra
bases. He well deserves a position on
the first team.
Axel Swang, First Base. When the
going was hardest, Axel always fought
his best. His catches down on the first
sack robbed many a man of what he
thought wa a hit, and his fine spirit
helped the Greeks along immensely.
His work at the plate was also of good
quality, and, as lead-off man, many
times he started a good rally.
Martin Lemmons, Second Base. An·
other member of the winning Choctaw
team, Martin played his second base
position with speed and accuracy, and
any ball in his territory was a sure out.
He also worked well with the other
members of his infield, to pull several
fancy double plays, and so stopped several almost certain scores. His batting
brought in runs that were often needed.
Norman Starling, Third Base. This
Green Eye captain was the sparkplug
of his team, and every moment was do·
ing his best to win. Afield he seldom
made an error, and at bat, banged our
more than a few good hits. Not only
an excellent man at the hot corner, but
versatile as well, he played other positions when needed and also did a good
job of them.
Dick Moore, Shortstop. Still another
member of the victorious Choctaws,
Dick had his hand in their cinching
first place. His lightning coverage of
his territory down at the short spot, and
his bullet pegs to first, counted for many
of the outs chalked up against the other
teams. Dick was always in there when
a double play was pulled. A good offensive player too, enemy pitchers knew
they were \IP against a real ball player
when Dick stepped up for his turn at
bat.
Al Stroop, Short Field. Anyone who
~aw the Redskins play will remember
the many "shoestring" catches Al made,
to save his team from being scored upon many times. Fast of foot, Al could
cover his territory with ease, and seldom
was a hit made when he was near. At
(Continued on page four.)
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Harding College Has ·
An Unusual Social Sta·tus
How do the social advantages of Harding College compare to
those found in state schools and larger colleges? Such questions as
this one meet anyone who is trying to influence people to attend
Harding.
Since we are interested in securing the favor of those who are not
acgpainted with us it will be well for us to be able to answer such
questions as this in the best way possible. Just how does Harding
compare to other institutions larg~r than it is and even with universities?

The Little Rocle Chapter of the Hard
ing College Alumni As~ ·JCiation held its
first annual meeting a::id dinner last
week at the LaFayette Hotel in Little
Rock. President Benson, Dean Sears,
and Bill Smith were the scheduled
speakers for the evening. Charles Merry
man is President of cl-_~ Chapter this
year and Pauline W eavcr is serving as
Secretary. Era Madge Ellis keeps the
members in touch with each other by
serving as Reporter for the group.
Charles Merryman is r.:.anager of Ke~
oy's jewelry store in Little Rock at the
present time. The Little Rxk Chapter
is considered a vital pa:.-t of the Alumni
Association whici1 is looking forward to
the time when it can hav : many such
Chapters.
--0--

Private First Class Emmttt Robertson
attended Harding College in 1936-8.
His service in the United States Army
has carried him to England where he
is at the present time.
--0--

Many of Harding's former students
who now serve in the armed forces of
the country plan to return to their Alma
Mater to finish the work which they
were unable to complete. Sergeant Billy Lynn, a 1942 student, is but one of
these students. He is now in Reims
France.

Each Of Us Is
A Medium Used
As A Reflector

God's

word is pure, eternal

Know Our Teachers

The importance of faith cannot be
doubted by even the casual reader of
By Rosemary Pledger
the Bible. Martin Luther. said that faith
By playing the piano for orchestras
Our eminently good journalism inis the source of all ·spiritual blessings structor, Miss Claudia Rosenbaum has and physical education classes she work
and the rule by which our lives are never had a student in her classes that ed her way through two years of colto be directed. Paul said, "We reclcon
she didn't like personally. Because she lege at Arkansas A. & M. and had
therefore that man is justified by faith
is curious to find out what makes peo- plenty of spending money. The allowapart from the works of the law." ple click, she soon knows and admires ance her father sent was every bit sav(Rom. 3:28) Remission of sins is d~
each of them. And don't think she ed.
pendent upon our believing in Christ. hasn't had some mean pupils.
At Harding, Claudia did numerous
"To him bear all the prophets witness
· Although she was only four years thiugs to work her way through, but
that through his name everyone that be- old when her mother died, she feels she is "ery proud of the fact that she
lieveth on him shall receive remission
that she was not at too much of a dis- had the privilege of grading Dean Sears'
of sins." (Acts 10:43.)
advantage. Claudia learned to think for Shakespeare papers.
By referring to a few scriptures it herself, be her own boss, and budget
Both at Arkansas A. & M. and Hardcan also be seen that baptism is essen- her allowance.
tial to salvation. In Acts 2 :38 Peter
In a few money matters, she learned ing, she was chosen best all-round girl.
said baptism is unto the remission of the hard way. A drug store bill that ran She was editor of the Petit Jean and
sins. Paul was told to "arise and be $50 within a month's time from treat- co-editor of the Bison at the same time.
baptised and wash away thy sins calling ing little friends was worked out by
A feature story on Brother Rhodes'
on his name." (Acts 22:16). "Bap- Claudia herself.
absent-mindedness which won first place
tism doth now save you", for it is the
Living with different relatives, she in the state journalism contest, is
earnest seeking of a good conscience changed schools quite often, but she Claudia's most absent-minded expertoward God. (I Peter 3:20-21).
graduated from high school with hon- ience. By the time it was announced
(Continued on page five).
ors_
she had forgotten about writing it and
it took Dean Sears and the original
copy to prove it to her.
As a member of the 193 7 class of
Harding, she was first to sign a work
contract.
You know old bean, when. first I ventured to this neck of the woods (as
For five years she taught school with
these billy hills call it), I was a bit amazed at the hoard of shy males roaming Milton Peebles at Saratoga, Arkansas.
sheepishly around the college campus. I wish you could see the sight they pre- Before she came back this year, she had
sent. Why Smedly, they are all as fleet footed as rabbits from running away from taught two terms at Harding.
Deceitfulness in any form she dis.the opposite sex so frequently. I can't seem to comprehend it either because here
likes.
we have the sweetest girls in all the world.
Have you heard this? One old grandOh Smedly, I have the most exhilerating news for you! Last Wednesday father where she attended church always
morning in chapel a frightened male, Prewitte Copeland by name, tore through prayed in a monotone voice the sar:µe
long drawn-out prayer. After she and
the auditorium at a reckless speed while Diamond Perkins in desperation went
her girl-friend had memorized this praysprinting after him. Ah it was quite a merry chase, and ended of course as all er, they went to church and sat on opwould want, except for the bedraggled "caught" one who hung limp and speech- posite sides of the building. As the old
less in the clutch of his conqueror. Smedly, that really started things popping and grandfather prayed, they too prayed the girls headed straight for Benson Field to limber up and get their legs working but aloud with him. Three voices were
heard all the way through and there
like pistons. The boys likewise prepared by getting some practical experience in
were three "amens." Of course, the girls
the way of running like the proverbial greased lightning whenever a pursuer came were punished, but the important thing
in sight. And then Smedly dear, that glorious day came. Marrying (Bursar is that grandfather learned a new prayBrown) Sam was elated and business boomed to such an extent that he hasn't er.
The longer you know Miss Rosensucceeded in wiping that self satisfied grin off his countenance yet. Consequently
baum the better you will love and apSmedly, he even has to smile when worced to hand a dime to some pleading
preciate her keen sense of humor, verstudent.
satility, and serviceability.
The whole day was divine and I really outdid myself. My pursuit was dis.-

< 'Ill.

·-

Dear Smedly

.... By ]. Q. S.
The other day Mrs. French's little
girl was in a very philisophical mood.
Mention has been made before of the extra-curricular activities She asked her mother if people were
merely checkers or puppets which can
in which all students engage. Among this score or more act1v1t1es be moved around the board with ease
are twelve or fifteen social clubs to one of which almost every student by God. That's a very good thought to
belongs. Within six weeks after the school year begins every new- my way of thinking in one way in parcomer has the opportunity to become a member of a social club, a ticular. It shows that children some·
policy which the administration believes to be the best to be had at all. times have deeper insights into life hearteningly unsuccessful, but I did not give up. Instead, I stumbled on in
than we do. Another incident comes to
It is one not to be found very often.
utter exhaus~ion. I just had to get Ralph Hibbard for my escort to the evening's
my mind. At church early one mornevents. But do you know, when I finally found him he was being torn limb
ing, a little folks class was being conJust how this compares to other institutions is not difficult to
from limb by eager coeds. In almost hopeless despair I stumbled on feeling deducted. The building was one of those
ascertain. A consideraton of one of the nation's outstanding uni- magnificant structures with beautifully jected and neglected. Retracing my steps in shame and with huge crocodile tears
versities will be helpful. An investigation at the University of Min- stained windows. These windows con- welling up in my smarting eyes I fell awkwardly over a seemingly lifeless form. HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE A
SENIOR?
nesota revealed the fact that half of the freshman class participated in tained pictures of all the great saints •Snatching my claim ribbon from my pocked, I ecstatically tied it around the victoms
Lloyd Collier - "Well, it won't be
of
the
past
as
the
artist
saw
them.
With
no activity of any kind, while only two per cent took part in as many
arm. Dragging him by his Van Dyke behind me, I gloatingly made my way long now."
the sun shining through them, in that
as four. When this class reached its senior year one fourth of its building, those windows were really back to the starting point - the winner! Imagine the thrill of being the first to
Clinton Elliott - "Give me a little
time
to think it over."
number still took no part in any campus activity.
beautiful. The teacher asked the childreturn. The reason for the lade of competition was that the other man hunters
Engel
Lee Autry - "Hadn't given it
ren the question, "What is a saint?"
Similarly, at Ohio State University 22 per cent of a large group of and one l.ittle boy said, "they are peo- were in a frightful argument over Keith Steigers and Jimmie Thomas who were a thought."
Marvin Howell - "I wish I were
seniors engaged in no sports, 33 per cent played no indoor games, 25 ple who let the light shine through." propped upright against an Oak tree. These objects of affection awaited their
a Freshman."
doom
with
the
fortitude
of
a
martyred
Henry
Aldrich,
or
whoever
that
juvenile
You
couldn't
find
a
better
definition.
per cent belonged to no social organization· of the senior men 24 per
Gay Golden - "Just keep thinking
is that Carl Kitzmiller is always idolizing.
The Bible speaks of all Christians as
cent had had no date during the past mon;h.
' '
of getting out of school."
saints, and such we are, if, we let the
Honestly Smedly, I'm in such a state of bliss that I feel like a bubble floatShirley Vaughan - "I think I've
These are not isolated cases. A similar survey would not reveal light shine through. Mrs. French's lit- ing off of a fountain coke. I'm not joshing around when I say that Sadie Hawit."
earned
tle girl was letting . the light shine
striking differences in any of our universities and larger colleges.
kins day has given me a new lease on life.
Bob Grayson - 'Tm not a Senior,
through her when she said what she
I'm a Junior."
Your fast-learning-th~code-of-the-hills, cousin,
At Harding College we are blessed with so many advantages that did, even though she probably didn't
Ord is Copeland - "Well, let me
Hortense
we hardly take time to consider them until something forces a contrast realize the depth of what she was saythink."
ing. She had a real trusting faith, the
between our situation and that of other college students.
Bill Smith - "Right now I'm very
kind that we all need so badly when
Doctor Joe: "That's right, Bob."
proud of the class."
we live the Christian life.
(As he was saying this, his class
The Bible speaks of dad's word as
---owas beating the Faculty football
light, and such it is, if it is turned on
By Joe Dan Tipps
I don't know that our dear editor
team.)
and God will use us for this purpos;
will let this pass, but if he does it will
Doris
Swang - "Wonderful especI
was
told
the
other
day
that
a
studif we'll let him. There we have our ·
be through his good graces. Several ially since I'm one with my husband."
metaphor - the word of God is the ent from another college was on the
Mrs. John Cannon - "Oh, I can't
campus. When asked as to what college years ago when Bill and Emmett Smith
sun and we are the windows.
were just boys they went hunting for answer for John."
he
was
from
and
where
his
class
pen
The world is suffering for the need
anything they could shoot. While WalkBob Collins - "How does it feel to
of light, and they can't find it. There was he pointed to a miniature toothing steathily along they fell in sort of be a Senior?"
brush
and
replied:
is no security economically, politically,
Bonnie Bergner - "Wonderful, wait
"This is my pin 'cause I'm from a hole covered over with brush. It was
Harding's student body is to be heartily commended for the at- s~cially, or any other way unless we can
just
deep
enough
that
they
couldn't
ttll
I get out."
Colgate."
titude with which the chapel program was received Friday morning. let this light shine through on the
climb out so they sat down and began
Rhodes - "Don't know exactly
Bro.
troubled conditions. Lord, use us for
-0-to talk about the ways to get out of the
It speaks well for us and for the men responsible for such an inspiring
its been too long. However, I felt as
thy purposes!
Just before the Faculty-Sophomore hole they were in. Now I am under
though I owned the whole world and
program.
football game Hugh Rhodes was posting the impression that they were pretty that I was on the road to that great
a list of the names for intramural good at talking then fo'r they talked and
Such enthusiasm as was portrayed at witnessing the various secgoal, fuc ress."
football. One student walked up and talked till they talked themselves out of
tions of our country and hearing the poetry, which was a product of ·
scanned over the names till he came to it.
In Mrs. Armstrong's speech class the
the narrator, speaks well for the culture of Harding College. Our
the names of the Rhodes' and. made the
word "blaggard" came up for discus-0-entertainer showed clearly that such a reception is ndt always given
following remarks:
s'. on to Evan Ulrey, who was conduct·
him.
Ah, I see the faculty has three
There were once two little sardines ing the class. One student inquired as
Rhodes on th~ faculty team. Well, now swimming aimlessly in San Diego bay.
to whether it were a· vulgar term or not.
Of course, there are always a few who fail to appreciate anything
By R'obert Grayson
here is "Dusty" Rho~es, "Cross" One suggested:
Ev;;n: "No, I don't think it is. I
There is a prevalent notion in the
if for no other reason than that everybody else appreciates it. If you
And "Rough"
.l{hodes and - thir:k it is just an emphatic descriptive
"Let's swim up -to San Francisco for
that
the
doctrine
of
religious
world
Rhodes rt;torted Hugh quickly.
are one who failed to appreciate the program, you may rest assured
term."'
the weekend."
justification by faith is contradictory to
that it is not the fault of the program, but that you need to develop
~bo:her student: "Man, if that is
"Oh,
no,
it's
much
too
long
a
swim"
--0-a belief in the necessity of baptism to
the c::;,:;e I have heard a lot of emphatic
an aesthetic taste that is usually developed further than yours when salvation. If they arei contradictory,
Again the Physics class shares the objected the other.
"Let's go by train then" the other terms then."
people attain the rank of college freshmen.
either we must be able to prove one or limelight.
-0-Doctor Joe: "Bob, what is the basic answered.
the other false, or else reject the in0bservation: "Love is blind but not
Harding is especially fortunate in that not many such have found spiration of the New Testament. For we unit of electricity?"
"What? and be jammed up lige a
'stone' blind,"
couple of soldiers! ! "
their ways .into our midst.
Bob Helsten: "What? ? "
expect troth to be coherent, not contra·

QUESTION OF

THE WEEK

'Round Here

We Commend Us For

Sho~ing

Aesthetic Taste

Writer Believes
Should Harmonize
Faith And Baptism

•

1.-:eep a calm and serene soul, the vicissitudes of life notwithstanding? Do
you know your relation and responsibility to God and to your fellowman
;lso? These are challenging questions!
The apostle Paul showed his balanc•
~~ attitude toward life when he stated
that he had learned to be content reHallowe" en party with refreshments.
gardless of what befell him. A man
They transplanted orange trees which
who has mastered himself does not ler
they hope to see in bloom before school
adversity and persecution ruin his life.
is out. Besides this, they are trying to
Neither does he let success and praise
sprout mahogany and chestnut seeds so
cause his downfall. But he bas the
they can see chem grow.
proper perspective 1 toward life and
Student committees planned and car·
takes a long range view of life. For
ried out the Hallowe" en Party for the
many times that which seemed a calseventh and eighth grades.
amity at the moment really proTed a
Monday afternoon they visited the
blessing - when the experience was
chemistry laboratory. Dr. Pryor enterused to enrich and mellow the char·
tained chem with some fascinating ex·
acter and heart of the individual in·
periments.
volved.
Before many days Thanksgiving will
Have you not seen a big hound and
be here. Some of us are already thinka
little
terrier chasing a rabbit through
ing of things for which we are thanJo.
a
field
or meadow where the stubble
ful.
was high? The hound could maintain
a good view of the flight of the rabbody and the pH of the blood being
bit and would not lose the rabbit. The
~ u t two examples and when J:hiS
terrier would run along unwittingly,
eq1Jiiibrium is disturbed dire results folleaping up every few steps to catch a
Lw. Then all are familiar with the
brief glimpse of the rabbit, and would
"teeter-totter" or "see-saw" of our childlose the rabbit at the first turn. Many
hood and know the results of unbal·
cf us in life are like the terrier; we ride
anced forces there.
our emotional impulses up and down
getting only an occasional glimpse of
Although we are surrounded with
these systems of equilibrium, are our
our goal in life.
Only one man ever fully compre·
lives in harmony with their surroundbended
this balanced personality.
ings in this respect? Do you, individualThrough all the situations with which
ly, have a balanced attitude toward
he was faced - and life lay as a ves•
life? Are you able to discern the worth·
ture unfolded before him - he had
while from the trivial? Are you able to

News . From The

Training School
The training school was very attractive this past week with gay decorations of autumn,
The third and fourth grades made
Hallowe'en pictures and cut-outs the
first of the week to go in their autumn
scrap book.
Wednesday afternoon the children
decorated the room with autumn leaves
and jack-0.lanterns for a party. Games
were played and refreshments served.
The third and fourth grades are also
beginning a study of life and customs in
the colonial period of America.
The fifth and sixth grades did several different things last week.
Wednesday afternoon they had a

From The Pen
Of

Our Sponsor
By D1'. Joe P1'J01'

l
J

Students of science are familiar with
systems in equilibrium. Balanced forces
are continually the object of their study.
In mechanics there are problems dealing with the inclined plane and the pulley which problems ultimately find application in engineering. In astronomy
there is the wonderful phenomena of
the centripetal action - more commonr
ly known as the gravitational attraction .....__ of the sun on the various
planets being opposed by the centrifugal action due to the motion of the
planets and so minutely balanced that
the path of any planet can be traced for
years to come.
Before the freshman has completed
his first-year course in general chemistry, he will be impressed with the fact
that much of the chemist's work is concerned with equilibriated chemical re·
actions and systems. The human body
from a physiological viewpoint is an
fxcellent evarnple of a system in equ·
ilil:-rilllI' the temperature of our

DR. R. W. TOLER
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perfect control of himself. Today that
life is a challenge to each of us. And
only to the extent that we follow him
-whether consciously or unconscious·
ly do we live a balanced life.
"Know thyself and to thyself be true"
are great words, but we do not know
ourselves until we have sat at the feet
ot Jesus.

The Bison Serves Harding
College And Searcy--·--

?•

COMPLIMENTS
-of-

.Have You Seen

White County
Equipment Company

The 1946
tte~~

ECONOMICAL
DISTRIBUI10N

Over 2,000 Viewed
This Car Friday

SAFEWAY

October 26th
---oOo---

9n Display
White County
Motor Company

HANEY'S STORE
--0-

"The Store You Lib"
-0-

-ICE CREAM
-CANDIES
-NOVELTIES

Phone 22

Searcf, Arkansas

Your Business is Appreciated ~

iP 7i?U9 #

HELLO' THERE

·-·-·-·

Security Bank'
·-·-·-·

You Say Photos Aren't Real?
You Say They Aren't Human?
THEN LET OURS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
----10001---

Come In and See Them

A Friendl71 Institution

---oOo--We Are NOW taking in KODAK Finishing

DENTIST

---oOo---

WALLS STUDIO
r

SNOWDEN'S
5c-10c STORE

RASCOE - HITE
Machine Shop
---0--

L. E. McKINLEY

HA.RD/NG
LET

218 West Arch

Appreciates Your Trade

'' .. he loves m e .' ''

US SERVE
YOU

EAST RACE

BERRY
Barber Shop

108 N. Spring Street

BREAKF,AST - LUNCH - SUPPER
SANDWICHES - PIE - COFFEE

Banquets--Parties
WE APPRECIATE

YOUR
STEVE'S

T

A X I

'PHONE 4 SEARCY

BUSINESS

Mayfair Hotel
MRS. R. H. BRANCH, Manager

On Duty At All Times

1omm UNDER AUTHOlllTY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY IY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.• OF ARKANSAS

Searcy, Arkansas
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Virgil Lawyer, Greeks. Virgil was
perhaps the best team player of the
year, dropping in at any position where
he was needed, even behind the plate
to receive the pitching of Joe Pryor.
Wherever he was, he did a good job,
and at the plate was a powerful man.

infield position, and there, also, did a
creditable job.
Marshall Conner, Right Field, Sec·
ond member of the Greeks to make the
mythical All Stars, Marshall well deserved the honor. His game on the d€>
fense was far above average, and hi$
hitting outstanding. When he came to
bat, enemy pitchers knew they were fac·
ing a hard man. Many of his blow'
went for extra bases, and gave needed
runs batted in.

BUSINESS!!
Because of the persistance of our
business manager and because of the
good judgment of our advertisers these
pages have become little more than a
business directory covering the city of
Searcy.
Be sure to read these ads because
they contain news of the things you've
been waiting for since wartime restrictions took them off the market. As they
return, Bison ads will acquaint you with
them_

-ALL STAR TEAM
(Continued from page two.)
the plate, too, he did a good job, and
once on base ran the catchers ragged
with his stealing.
Emmett Smith, Left Field. Another
Redskin, Emmett roamed the left garden
with speed and took . everything that
came his way with ease, putting many
an erstwhile hit "in the well". His team
spirit was also good, and at the platter
he poked many a ball out for a safe
hit. He well deserves selection to this
S}Qt.

Royce Murray, Center Field. Showing
himself to be very game, this boy probably played harder than almost any oth·
er in the softball competition. Though
his team, the Green Eyes, didn't win,
Royce still played his best. When needed, he came out of the field to take an

ARK~SAS
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John Cannon, Chickasaws. This boy,
working behand the plate, really played some good !:>all this year. His cheerful attitude .and fine team spirit was a
great asset to his team, as was his pow·
erful bat. Anyone who played with him,
teammate or enemy, knew him to be a
hard and clean player.

his best, and saved many a hit by his
good fielding. At the plate he was dan
gerou$ man, and the pitchers he faced
soon found that out.

Lucien Bagnetto, Green Eyes. Fast on
his feet, Lucien was always ready when
Jesse Vanhooser, Black Hawks. Jess
a ball came his way, and snagged about
roamed the center garden this year, mak
everything in his reach. His work at the
ing many thrilling catches, and saving
plate wasn't as forceful as some, but he
many runs with his long throws in to
the infield. Always doing his best, and
usually managed to get on base, then to
Ordis Copeland, Utility. Anyone who
working well with his teammates, Jess
saw Ordis play knew that he was a real · worry the catchers by stealing.
also showed good performance at the
ball player, the equal of which would
James Ganus, Black Hawks. This boy
plate.
be hard to find. He pitched several win·
was never loud or argumentative,. but
ning games, and when not pitching, · quietly did a very good job of playing
Colis Campbell, Black Hawks. A11>played an excellent game at first base.
ball. Showing good sportsmanship, and
other Black Hawk who made a fine rec·
His hitting was perhaps the best of anygood all-around play, he deserves to be · ord this year, Colis always in there
one's this season. He specialized in long
mentioned in this select group.
pitching. He could be counted on to do
blows, with one home run a game being
common. His selection to the All Stars
was a natural conclusion.
Howard Ewing, Utility. To round out
the mythical team, Howard has been
We sell Baby Chicks - Custom Ha.tching
selected. Throughout the whole softball
We
Buy Pecans, Hides, Poultry, Eg~s. Junk
season, his playing has been of the most
excellent quality, and his batting supM. 0. Thompson
Phone 15'6
H. M Thompson
erb. He left his regular spot, first base,
• . . . . . .i
several times, to go to the pitcher's box,
and each time came out victorious, with
one of his games being a three hitter.
At the plate, his long blows for extra
bases and home runs was amazing.
The following were selected for honCALL FOR APPOINTMENT
orable mention :

The Thompson Company and Hatchery

QUAINT

BEAUTY SHOP

Phone No. 440

lVE

So here are our year's softball All
Scars. Congratulations to them all! They
truly deserve it!

a

Deep Rock Service
Station

Sherrill Summitt, Green Eyes. Rounding out our group of superlative ball
players, is one who is indeed worthy.
Working always with speed and accuracy, Sherrill helped his team out of
many hard places, and at bat, gave the
necessary lift many times.

Call For, Service and
Deliver Your Car
Phone·• 468 ·

The Lure Cafe
. Open Seven Days A Week ....
4 :30 A. M. to 8:00 P. M.
-Let Us Serve YauSandwiches

Plate Lunches

!_ _ _ _ _ ____.,.
Candies

Drinks

Roberson's Rendezvous
and Bus Station
*****

APPRECIATE YOUR
PATRONAGE

SMITH'S SHOE

----000---

William Walker Studio

WE BUILT THE NEW RENDEZVOUS

STORE

---oOo---

FOR HARDING COLLEGE AND

SHOE REPAIRING - NON-RATION SANDALS
Shoe Strings and Polishses - All Colors

KNOW YOU ARE GOING
TO ENJOY IT

ONE-HALF BLOCK NORTH RENDEZVOUS

WE

WWLCOME
"

ALL HARDING COLLEGE STUDENTS
AND WILL APPRECIATE THEIR
PATRONAGE

Abboud-Sims Garage
Electric and Acetylene Welding
General Auto and Tractor Repairing
Body and Fender Work
· Searcy, Arkansas
Phone 462

We Appreciate

YOU

---oOo---

\ Hopper News and Book Store
r

Phone 695

"Care Saves Wear"

ALWAYS WELCOME

George Bell Service Station

---oOo---

"We Will Be Happy To Serve Your
Parties"

-At-

MOBILOIL

MOBILGAS

Let This Garage Serve You

The deal Shop

-for-

"Better Servic'e To All ls Our Goal"
PHONE 112

----

A LADY WITHOUT LOOKS IS LIKE
A SCHOOL WITHOUT BOOKS
To Look Your Best

u

GREETINGS

HARDING

---oOo---

We Have Them

The Vanity Box

---oOo---

Operators:- Hazel Hughes -

Hoofman's Florists

Christine Fraser

HARDING STUDENTS ESPECIALLY
WELCOME

Your Photograph Finished While You Wait
Three Photos, Three Poses Finished In 3 Minutes

25c
STUDIO

AND SANDWICHES

I

·--Service is Complete a t -

-to-

Headlee's Walgreen Drug Store

Coffee Bar Eat Shop

and

BACK OF PLAZA THEATRE

Also large full size pictures. We enlarge any picture you have
These pictures are permanent, will not fade

TRAILER

. SODAS

----o----

LOOK!
.

On North Spring Street, Back of Rialto Theatre

for

Margaret Quattlebaum

Phone 539

1215 E. Race

HERE'S AN INVITATION:
Visit Our Fountain Headquarters

._,.Visit-

lf You Need Flowers,

Harding College' Students

Headlee's Rexall Drug Store

-Sandwiches ·
-Chili
-Drink
-Pies
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Social Clubs Entertain With
Fall Functions Friday Night

-WRITER BELIEVES

rained crude prison furnishings, In one
corner was a tall hanging gallows and
at the side an electric chair complete
with electric switchboard, wires, and
head gear. Dr. W. K. Summitt, dressed as the warden of the prison, wore
a black uniform with high copped
boots and carried an officials badge...
Games played were: "How Was
Herre.n Murdered," 'Wanted by the
Police," "Know Your Criminals," "JailDelea Iotas entertained pledges and
break," and "Talk Your Way Out."
their dates with a semi-formal banquet
Pat Halbert as "Bonnie Williams" and
at the Rendezvous Friday evening as
Mildred Lanier as "Breathless Mahonthe culmination of initiation ceremoney
were sentenced to the electric
ies.
chair and executed. Best dressed couple
Daces met in the Pattie 'cobb recepwere Jimmie Mooneyham, dressed in
tion hall at 5 :30, and were driven to
prison jumper and long beard, and
the Rendezvous co await the arrival of
Mildred Lanier, as a gaudy juvenile dethe pledges who were blindfolded and
linquent. As a joke on the girls, bread
driven over town in order co confuse
and water was served as prison refreshthem. Although they had been inments before going co the music studio
structed to "dre5s up", pledges were alco eat.
so required to bring along overalls and
Gerald McCalister sang a solo and
old clothes.
Jule Miller performed magician's tricks.
Upon arrival at .the Rendezvous,
The Lambda Sigma quarter, composed
pledges were ~ed into the reception
of Marvin Brooker, Robert Webb, Dale
room and introduced to their dates for
Straughn and Paul Clark, sang "Birmthe evening. Guests and members took
ingham Pail." Jule Miller and Gerald
their places at the banquet tables imMcCalister played incidental music on
mediately, and President Leon Gibson
the piano while refreshments of beef
made a welcoming address. During the
steak, tomatoes, lettuce, potatoes, gravy,
course of the meal impromptu jokes
hot rolls, and tea were served. Sm1venwere given by old club members and
iers were name-cards in club colors
pledges.
with master keys attached.
In the absence of James D. Bales,
Those present were: Marian SchuchDelco Iota sponsor, Dr. Frank Rhodes
ardt, Jesse Vanhooser; Ruch Benson,
was asked to act as sponsor for the
Charles Brooks; Mildred Lanier, Jimevening.
mie Moneyham; Trudy Browning, Mar~
Pledges and their dates were Keith
vin Howell; Jerry Young, Bill Baker;
Stigers, Madalon Herren; Rex W escerThelda Healy, Joe Tipps; Maryann Hazf ield, Wilma · Heath; Melvin Evans,
let, Joe Cannon; Pat Halbert, Dale
Glenna Faye Grice; Clarence Richmond,
Straughn; Bett Oldham, Robert Webb;
Pat Benson; Derwood Carnes, Maxine
Marjorie Lee, Jam~s Thomas; Madge
Rose; Charles Stovall, Pat Halbert; WilMcCluggage, Marvin Brooker; Pat Harton Pate, Zina Lee Taylor.
der, Orel Herren; Lois Benson, Dale
Old club members and their dates
Massey; Thdma Ellenberg, Gerald
were President !,.eon Gibson, Ruth McMcCalister; Grace Riggs, Carl KitzmilDearman; Vice-president Bill Smith,
ler; Edna Hodge, Ralph Hibbard; MadWray Bullington; Secretary Guthrie
alon Gregory, Sherrill Swn.mitt; CarletDean, Lois Benson; Treasurer Warren
ta Froud, Dwight Capps; Mary Bell
Whitelaw, Marilyn Thornton; Wayne
Moody, Barbara Brown; W. H. Sims, Garner, Robert Grayson; Paul Clark;
Betty Chesshir, Jule Miller; Mr. and
Marcella McGinnis; Henry Farrar, Doris
Mrs. Loyd Collier, Mr. and Mrs. Emmett
Kelley;
Royce Murray, Ruch Wills.
Smith , Mr. and Mrs. · Douglass GunGuests were Howard Ewing, Frances
selman; and Mr. and Mrs. W. K. SumRenshaw and Frank Rhodes, Betty UJ,.
mitt.
rey.

considered as being harmonious by the
Son of God, for he said, "He chat believeth and is baptized shall be saved."
Mk. 16: 16), Then Paul, the greatest
man in the early church, and who is
recognized as one distinguished by his
power of accurate and logical reasoning, said, "For ye are all sons of God
through faith in Christ Jesus, for as
many of you as were baptized into
Christ did put on Christ," (Gal. 3 :2627). Our apparent antinomy is not one
after all, for when one obeys God's
commandments he is seeking justification by faith, not by works. For example
"By faith the walls of Jerico fell down
after they had been compassed abbut
seven days." (Heb. 11: 30) . So it is
chat we "are Sons of God through faith
in Christ Jesus" only after we have
been "baptised into Christ."

Pledges Now
Fall-Fledged
Members
Delta Iota

\

'
\'

----0-

..

-

The Lambda Sigma "Jailhouse Jam~
boree" was held Friday night ·in the
gymnasium and music studio as the
club's fall function.
In response to "Warrants of Arrest"
invitations sent out co Lambda Sigmas
and dates on, Wednesday by "Justice of
the Piece" Douglass Gunselman, couples
assembled in the Godden Hall Reception Court Room for trial. Joe Dan
Tipps, master of ceremonies, announoed the jury's decision that each couple
would be sentenced co prison for the
offense of "contempt of courting."
Couples were dressed in jailbird hats,
striped prison customs with numbers on
the back, and carried shortguns, knives,
and pistols:
The gymnasium, decorated as the
Sigma County Reformatory, was dimly
lighted by candles in bottles and con-

Compliments

•

-of-

White County
Water Co.

l
l•

DENTIST -

The bride, who was given in marriage by her father, wore a white satin
gown. Her veil, which was a family
heirloom, was made of lace. She carried a wedding bouquet of white roses,
with an orchid in the center.
Miss Dorothy Zazzi, was her sister's
maid of honor. She wore a pastel net
formal and carried pink talisman roses.
Miss Rosalyn Mitchell, sister of the
groom was bridesmaid and wore a net
formal of pastel color and carried a
bouquet of roses.
Eugene H@lt served as the groom's
best man.
Pharmicist Mate 1-c Clifford Reel
was the only usher.
Nupital music was a solo "At Dawning" by Mrs. Florence Jewell and "Because" by a quartet who were accompanied by Miss Carmen Price who
played the traditional wedding march
and recessional.
Prior to the ceremony, the tapers
were lighted by Misses Lou Dugger and
Grace Riggs who were dressed in net
formals of pastel colors.
Immediately after the ceremony a
wedding reception was held for all the
guests at the Mayfair Hotel in Searcy.
After a short wedding trip, the couple
will be at home at 605 E. Park Avenue
in Searcy, where the groom will continue his sophomore year at Hafding.

Those in the ·sextette are Doris Johnson, Lynn Hefton, Virginia Cranford,
Pat Halbert, Mildred Lanier, and Jerry
Young.

G. L. PRUETT
MUTUAL INSURANCE
AGENCY
Phone 324

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard McReynalds
and baby visited Harding on Monday
and Tuesday lase week. Mr. McReynalds
is a Harding graduate.
--0-

Pharmicist's Mate 1-c Clifford Reel
spent several days at Harding visiting
Dorothy Zazzi.
--0-

Pvt, Don W orten, wpo is stationed
.at Camp Robinson, Little Rock, spent
thf: day with his cousin, Lois Hemmingway,

Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Zazzi of San '
Francisco, California, came to attend
the wedding of thei rdaughter, Jane, on
Friday and stayed over che weekend to
visit with their ocher daughter, Dor<>
thy.

•

--0-

Maclaren's expositions are the monumental work of a great preacher and
thinker. The pastor who owns a set of
these volumes will find here a wealth
of maceiial to enrich his own mind and
heart in preparation for preaching; and
the school teacher who can consult them
will be well equipped as he faces his
class. The set would be a valuable addition to the library of any church,
Bible Institute or college.
These volumes are bound in blue
buckram cloth, and contain nearly 13,000 pages with subject and textual indexes. These books are especially readable because of the footnotes, references
and the fact that all books are written
in large type.

,.

The set, 17 volumes .... $25.00.
THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
J, L. Dykes, Manager.
-Advertisement.

Miss Thelma Bell, a former student
who has been in the service of the
WAVES, visited_school last week.
---0--

Holleman's Grocery
For Foods Of All Kinds

A.A.C. 's Initiate

1512 EAST RACE

Tuesday afternoon the A. A. C's. met
in the chorus studio to initiate new
members.
After the pledges had performed certain duties court was held with Patty
Mattox as judge. The club rules and
ideals were read and the club song was
learned by the new members,
The new club sponsor, Lou Dugger,
was introduced and refreshments of
lemonade and cake were served.

CENTRAL
Barber Shop
Come Over And See

Us

M. M. G A R R I S 0 N
Optometrist and Jeweler
SEARCY,
ARKANSAS
Phone No. 225

Corner Spn.ice and Race

BRADLEY'S
Barber Shop

STANDARD OIL COMPANY-New Jersey

Come to See Us

Prompt Esso Service

Sradley
Stroud
1________
__

Phone 57

KROGER'S
COMPLETE FOOD

-2ives--

AND RELAX

-SODA~-

-SUNDRIES-SCHOOL SUPPLIESMrs. T. J Traylor, Manager.

-SANDWICHES-

SHOP

HERE TO SERVE-

STUDENTS!!

WOOD-FREEMAN
LUMBER CO.

Harding College Laundry

Building Materials

and

Phone 446

Dry Cleaning Plant

OKLAH ·OMA

-strivesTO GIVE YOU
2 Day Service on Cleaning
4 Day Service on Laundry

TIRE AND SUPPLY CO.
For The Finest

-..............

•

I

••
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MEN'S STORE

Largest Store in Searcy
---oOo--

LADIES'-Hats
-Coats
-Dresses
. -Shoes
MEN'S-Hats
-Shirts ·
-Suits
-Shoes

---1000---

---<oOo---

WE'RE HERE TO GIVE
SERVICE - ECONOMIC SERVICE

ROBBINS-SANFORD
MERCANTILE COMPANY

1

Searcy, Arkansas

SOMETHING NEW EACH WEEK
-AT-

---oOo---

PHELP'S SHOE ·

-oOo-

. __,

In their second performance of the
year, the Harding College sexcecce sang
for the Searcy high school regular P.
T. A. meeting, October 29. The program included two sextetce numbers,
and two solos by Evan Ulrey. The Sextette sang "Southern Moon" by Strickland and a popular number, "When
You Wish Upon a Star." Ev:m sang
"Homing" and "Teresa Del Rigio."

THE COLLEGE INN

MERCHANDISE
Just off the Campus

Sextette Sings
ForSearcyP. T.A.

-AT-

---0---

~

The wedding of Miss Jane Zazzi co
Joe Mitchen was solenmized at 4 o'clock
November 2, in the home of Dean and
Mrs. L. C. Sears, with Dean Sears officiating in the double ring ceremony.
The fireplace provided a background
for an improvised alter made of fern
with tall floor length baskets of dalias
and white crysanthemums. An arch of
chysanthemums and fern was made with
two tall candelabra on each side holding the tapers.

STOP

Above Bank of Searcy
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HANDY - HELPFUL

supported by scripture. Bue they were

Visitors

On the shelves of the college book
store can be found a 17 volume set of
Expositions of the Holy Scripture by
Alexander Maclaren.

X-'RAY

.

GROCERY

trines directly opposed, yet each can be

BOOKS OF
EXPOSITION

This Week's

DR. T. J. FORD

t

PARK AVENUE

We have presented above, according
to modern religious thought, two doc-

Zazzi Is Wed
At Sears Home
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Seniors Win First Half Of Foobtall Tournament
Down Facuity
For Title
--0--

The Seniors lait Tuesday afternoon
won the first-half championship in the
class tournament in football by defeat·
ing the Faculty by a score of 12-0.
The game started off with pass inter·
ceptions by both teams. The first half
saw no score. It seemed to be about an
even contest, with Hugh Rhodes lead·
ing his team but not being able to
score, and Ewing and Virgil Lawyer
playing well for the Seniors, but also
lacking the scoring punch.
With theJ second half came the
scoring. The Seniors kicked deep into
Faculty territory, and took over the ball
on downs. Their first score came on a
pass from Copeland to Bagnetto with
the try for extra point being thwarted.
The Seniors again kicked deep to the
Faculty, and took over the ball on an
interception deep in the Faculty's territory. A few plays later, Copeland tossed a pass, to John Cannon for the second and final touchdown. Again the
try for the extra point failed.
The game then resumed much the
character of the first half, with each
team gaining on the other, but neither
able to do any further scoring. Lines for
both teams played well and rushed
hard, consequently the scoring power of
both teams was hindered. For the
Faculty, Mattox, Hugh Rhodes, and Joe
Pryor were outstanding; for the Seniors
Swang, Copeland, and Ewing.
-0---

SENIORS - JUNIORS
To uphold their reputation and ad~
vance a bracket in the second half, the
Seniors last Thursday beat the Juniors
by a 12-0 score. Their first score came
in the first half on a run by Ordis
Copeland, who surprised his opponents
by failing to toss a pass. The try for
extra point failed. Thermon Healy got
off on a long run for the Juniors late
in the first period, but they were unable to push over for a score.
The second half started with the Juniors kicking deep to the Seniors, who,

on the first play, got almost to the goal
b)' means of a long pass and run to
Lucien Bagnetto, hidden on the side of
the field. However, they lost the ball
c.,n downs, but a few plays later, intercepted, only to again lose the ball on
downs.
A few minutes later, the Seniors
made their second and final score on a
pass from Copeland to Swang. Again
the try for extra point failed, and the
scoring was over, but not the playing.

SOPHOMORES -

FRESHMEN

In the second highest scoring contest
of the year, the Freshman team Wednesday overwhelmingly outclassed and
beat the Sophomores, scoring 32 points
to none for the sad Sophs. Scoring on
interceptions, runs, passes, and almost at
will, the Freshmen were never in danger of being defeated, and played nonchalantly along. The Sophomores played their hearts out, but all to no
avail.

Look ing 'em Over
We have plenty of evidence about us
this week to show that the class football tournament is still going strong;
if a robust healthy man sits down and
groans with every cracking joint, you
can guess that he has been playing
touch ( ? ) football.
At the beginning of the week the
Faculty upset my previous predictions
by defeating the Juniors in a hard
•fought contest.
The Seniors came through the fo1lowing day, however, and set the Faculty down in two halves of hard-played ball. T he Faculty showed spunk and
lots of energy, but the younger fellows
were speedier and usually went for
good gains every time they were in
possession of the ball. The Seniors also
have the heaviest team in the tourna.ment and this fact coupled with their
pass tosser, Copeland, will probably
land them at the top when the tournament closes. At the time of this writing, the Senior team has not been
scored on, but fate often plays funny
tricks, so we're not bragging yet.
The Freshmen played the Sophomores in the opening game of the second round play-offs and rolled up one
of the largest scores of the season. The
Sophs lack a passing back and could
use more weight in their line up. In
spite of these handicaps, they've play-

Thursday's game proved to be one
of the most interesting games of the
season. The Juniors were fighting the
Seniors to march for a second half
championship. Both teams fought hard
but the Senior passing attack finally
overcame the Juniors' defense, and the
upperclassmen again came out on top .
Next week we find the Faculty against the Frosh. I'll pick the Faculty
-by at least one touchdown. The Sen.iors' next opponents will be the academy team and the Senior squad ought
to hold their perfect record there.
Intramural football will be started
soon, so we still have some interesting
games ahead of us.
The all-star softball men dseerve a
note of congratulation for their honor
of being on the all-star team.
Too many players are full of snorts
and as a result are called poor sports

D. T. WILLIAMS & SON

JUNIORS

Led by Hugh "Muddy" Rhodes, the
Faculty won their way to the finals of
the first half, Oct. 29, by defeating the
Juniors 12~6. Working with only seven
men, the Faculty had the punch to
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Smith-Vaughn Mercantile
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ed hard and always make their opponents work to gain yards.

Ladies' Apparel

COMPLIMENTS
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overcome the Juniors. Their first score
came in the first half on a run by
Hugh Rhodes. The try for extra point
failed.
At the start of the second half, Jimmy Ganus came in for the J uniors, and
the game changed from almost a runa-

By Virgil Lawyer

Compliments of K R 0 H' S

POND ER'S
KEY SHOP

The scoring began early in the game
when Charles Draper intercepted a
Sophomore pass deep in the Soph's teriritory and ran over for a touchdown.
The Frosh lacked but two touchdowns
of the grand total at the end of the
first half. Oncoming darkness possibly
kept down the scori ng in the second
half.

way by the Faculty in the tirst nalf to a
fairly even contest. Long passes by
Ga.(ms finally resulted in a score by the
Junior men, wi th Joe Cannon receivceiving for the tally. The Faculty once
again took possession of the ball, and
pushed over another touchdown on a
pass from Hugh Rhodes to Joe Pryor,
for the final score. At the end of the
game, the Juniors were gaining, but
time ran out on them.

Ernest E. Chandler
FUNERAL HOME
101 N. Main Street
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